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About This Content

Eternal Lords is the major, second expansion for the acclaimed strategy game Age of Wonders III, marking one year of
continuous development since its release. With the introduction of the Tigran and Frostling races and the new Necromancer
class, players must adapt to a world on the brink of cataclysmic change. New features such as the Race Governance system,
which allows players to tailor features of each race in their empire to meet their strategic needs, add new layers of depth to

empire development and diplomacy. Embrace the forbidden powers and reign for eternity!

Eternal Lords Content Includes:

The Necromancer Player Class: The Necromancer’s legions march to establish an eternal kingdom, unifying all the
world’s races in death. The Necromancer creates spectacular undead units, such as the Bone Collector, a crablike
monstrosity which eats corpses to strengthen itself. Other units are summoned, such as the Banshee, which invokes
despair in the hearts of the living. The Necromancer’s dark magic allows players to convert towns to cities of the dead,
filled obedient Ghoul minions.

Torch Bearers, Grey Guard and Shadow Born Leader Specializations: These Champions of Good, Neutrality and
Evil respectively deepen the alignment mechanics and provide players of all classes powers to withstand the challenges
of the new age. Learn spells to summon mighty Angels, end game units who embody the essence of each alignment.

Frostling Player Race: Frostlings are a race of humanoids that emerged from the frozen north. Lead by their Ice
Queens, they embark on frequent raids in warmer lands. Their seafaring skills, offensive fighting style and frost magic
spread fear among the coastline villages they pillage. Frostings are even more deadly in their home arctic clime, where
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they build cities carved into the very glaciers they hope will someday grow to cover the earth.

Tigran Player Race: These feline humanoids hail from remote desert lands. They worship the sun and track the cycle
of day and night; life and death. Their natural curiosity about necromancy and the passing of regal souls into kingdoms
of glory in the afterlife inspires them to construct massive tombs. Tigrans are natural sprinters, capable of moving far
faster in combat than members of the other races, and are familiar with shape changing magic, allowing their mystics to
transform into Dire Panthers.

Eternal Lords Story Campaign. An epic battle of the forces of creation: fire versus ice, life versus death. As Arvik,
heir to a broken Frostling kingdom, you awaken forbidden necromantic powers to reclaim your realm. You will find
unlikely allies, and must choose between your Frostling roots or the full potential of your new found powers.

Cosmic Happenings: The dawn of the Eternal Lords has triggered cataclysmic events that can radically shift fortunes.
These events occur as the game progresses, disrupting the best laid plans and providing opportunities for cunning players
to gain an advantage. Falling Clouds can fill the world with mist, giving shock weakness to machine and armored units
and reducing sight range, while the March of the Troll King can cause armies of trolls to rampage across the map.

Race Governance: Relations are now tracked per race, allowing you to make careful decisions who to make war with.
Declaring war on an Elven city might give you a quick conquest, but don’t expect your Elven citizens to be happy about
it afterwards! As your relations with each race improve, you will be able to earn unique racial perks that boost your
armies and economy.

Unifier Victory Condition. When reaching maximum Governance for a Race, the production of a Unity Beacon is
unlocked in cities of that race. Building Unity Beacons for the number of races set in the victory condition, makes you
the Great Unifier and wins the game

A dozen Mysterious Map Locations: Capture the Reef Colony Dwelling, home to horrors of the deep, and discover
new treasure sites such as the Lich’s Castle, Temple of the Sands and the Hall of the Forefathers to benefit your empire.

Plus New Hero Items, Standalone Scenarios and more! Eternal Lords incorporates feedback from the community and
coincides with a free update adding: Play by Email "a-synch" Multiplayer Mode: which lets you play Age of Wonders III
when you want. You get an email notification when it’s your turn, boot the game and Triumph’s server automatically
sends and receives your game data for you.

New content and features are integrated into the updated Random Map Generator.
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Title: Age of Wonders III - Eternal Lords Expansion
Genre: RPG, Strategy
Developer:
Triumph Studios
Publisher:
Triumph Studios
Franchise:
Age of Wonders
Release Date: 14 Apr, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP, Windows Vista, Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 8.1

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo E6600 @ 2.4 Ghz or AMD Athlon 64 X2 5000+ @2.6 Ghz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: nVidia 8800 / ATi Radeon HD 3870 with 512MB or Laptop integrated Intel HD 3000 with 3GB system ram

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 10 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 9 Compatible

Additional Notes:
Requires a 1024x768 screen resolution.
Requires an open IPv4 connection for online multiplayer.
A Triumph Account is required to use the game's online services. The game's single player and Hot Seat modes are fully
playable using the guest account.
Please note that the Editor is Windows only.

English,German,French,Polish,Russian
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- No settings
- Only small Window Mode with ONLY 1024x768
- Looks like Recettear, but boring
- I don`t have fun with playing
- And the price for this?? no to high.

I say no\/nein or nine xD:
https:\/\/youtu.be\/xoMgnJDXd3k. Congrats , great work!!!
The scenario covered all puzzles in the games.
I mean the bonds between the games and the scenario are great!
Waiting for the second game.... I played this game for a very short period of time . But long enough to decide that for me at
least it was Just not very interesting .The game has as far as i can tell Has no nudity or anything that your average person would
consider sexual although the game does have a deviant sexual theme .
 It did not have the game theme that i thought it had . Fair warning due to the nature of the game this game review will be
discussing deviant sexual practices . I decided to give the game a positive review because it does deliver exactly what it says
does on the store page. But not in the context I thought it would there is nothing else to the game . Other than what is presented
on the store page . The games theme is female domination and public humiliation used in a BD\/SM context At the start of the
game you get a game screen that tells you that Taro is a super masochist . That likes to be verbally abused by Cos play girls .
community screen shot
http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=1104390335
The goal of the game is to move Taro as close as possible to the Cos play girl while her back is turned . Presumably Taro can be
close enough so he is unable to escape the verbal abuse the Cos play girl will give him. Once you move Taro as close as possible
to the Cos play girl she turns around and Taro smiles . I did not Think that the games theme would be one of male sexual
humiliation and female domination . I thought this game was going to be about a shy guy approaching girls and trying to pick
them up . before you purchase this game look at lets play videos on you tube to decide if this is something you want to spend
your money on.. At the start of the game I thought this was a neat small simple game, very repetitive and rough but with nice
graphics (although the same assets are everywhere). I paid it 50 cents on sale I think, so nothing much to expect, also because
the full price is 3 euros and I think the game was made by only one guy alone.

Anyway, sadly after 3 full levels the game is simply not interesting enough and the puzzles (mazes, switches etc) are so pointless
that most of the time you don't know what to do. A closed door? A shield screen that has to be deactivated? Well you will have
no idea what to do and you just have to look at every nook and cranny to find the right switch to interact with or the small panel
that you have to shoot to open a certain door. I don't think the game is good enough to endure that kind of 'torture' and stress.
Sadly I can't recommend it, although I had fun in the first two chapters.. This is a terrible game\/program. It could really use
some sharks with laser beams or something maybe a man who chases you and throws shoes. Seriously don't waste your time..
Fun tower defense with robots and zombies. There're different upgrades and skills, you can walk with your mech and shoot
enemies together with your towers. Nice game with soviet style art and atmosphere.. this game is buggy and just plain doesnt
work. the more you advance in the game the better the story gets, and nice choice of background sound, which added to the
suspense of the game, got me on the edge of my seat the whole time lol. +10 thumbs up :D
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The game very much feels like its in EA. Lots and lots of rough edges.

The guns feel odd, sort of spacey knock offs of the typical military load out.

Reloading is a pain, if you have anything left in your clip you need to throw it out and put in a new one - which sounds fine, but
then you randomly grab your swipe card instead of your ammo.

Picking up items is a pain, ammo clip into corpses and scenery. And you randomly grab your swipe card, or pistol (if you have
another weapon in your hand).

Killing enemies is a pain. They sometimes fire thru objects, they sometimes fire at you when you are well tucked out of the way
- that bit is fine, its just you get a 1 second slow down effect every time a bullet comes at you, even if you are in zero danger and
the bullet is in another room.

The bottom line is, the game feels like it has a lot of work needed. It recently got a huge price drop, so I gave it a try, and I was
finding it a bit annoying, but OKAY for the money up til a certain point. Mild spoiler You find yourself in a cave level getting
teleported into the middle of a bunch of mobs, a bit like old school quake on a really high difficulty, and the things I mentioned
(and more) which are a "pain" get upgraded to outright "frustrating" . Was really looking forward to this one, but with no
instructions and pushing every button on the key board. I am returning this game. Im not asking for much like maybe a couple
sentences on what to do and maybe a few key buttons. Is that so much to ask for?. If you enjoy Recettear, you'll probably enjoy
this. It's cute, funny, and has some mechanics (food spoiling, for e.g) that give it an interesting take that make it different
enough from Recettear. I'm only 2 hours in, and I can see myself playing this a lot.. Didn't like it. This game tests your patience,
not skill. To progress, you have to kill every monster in the screen, which is tedious rather than fun, and not challenging at all.
The fact that the game forces you to go through almost every screen twice just doubles the tediousness and completely ruins the
game's flow. Oh, and did you accidentally fall to a previous screen? Congratulations, you have to go through it all over again to
go back!

Can't say much about level design either. All screens seem pretty much the same thing over again. Very easy to forget whether
you've been in a particular screen already or not. Not much monster variety either. And worst of all, the game isn't even hard,
just time-consuming. Beating the final boss is just stand slightly in front, press z, press x four times, repeat. Would not
recommend.. Well I'm basically reviewing the original 1983 book here, though I do remember a few differences in the original
text. No colourised drawings this time, which is acceptable. My main interest in these adaptations of gamebooks is, they take
away the effort of page turning, dice rolling, adventure sheet editing etc. and they can also make sure you don't cheat. Citadel of
Chaos is a favourite of mine even though it has some obvious faults i.e it's very short and has a rather too narrow correct path to
the end. But there are interesting opponents\/encounters from the dog-ape and ape-dog at the citadel gate, right up to the dark,
mysterious Balthus Dire himself at the apex of the citadel. The magic use makes it good too, you often have alternatives to the
sword-fight to the death and can use them to dodge opponents. Russ Nicholson's art is very good and gives the book mystery and
danger. Now I think Balthus Dire has a bit more depth than Zagor the Warlock from the first book. He is a warrior-sorcerer like
yourself. The battle with Dire in his private chamber has stages to it, he tries different ways to thwart your assassination attempt
and there is even a bit of a war of words. Of course, you also pit your magic against his.. I came to this game thinking I would
have a good, enjoyable time playing with friends online. NOPE! Online doesnt even work.
And They're not even trying to fix it. Infact, I dont even think they care about this game anymore. they havent updated this
game in a 1\/3 of a year. That's how much the dev's of this game care. I dont think they could care less to be honest. I spent $15
on this piece of crap game. I cannot reccommend this game at all.. Great game! Highly recommended!

Just what I expected it to be. Brought back the feel of old light gun arcade shooters such as, Area 51, and Jurassic Park The Lost
World. It also felt like an amusement park ride, the likes of which would be seen at Universal Studios, or Islands of Adventure,
Orlando FL. In particular the 3D rides like Spider-Man and Back to the Future, are the feels this game brought to mind.

I particularly looked forward to the animation work done in this game. I was not disappointed. It turned out exactly as I
expected.

Even though I was not surprised by anything in the game, the story it starts to build does have me intrigued. I will be back for
chapter 2 and beyond!. My wife plays this game a lot. And a lot and a lot.
My mother also likes it.
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I don't like this that much, since I would be losing to my wife and mother on a computer game.. I enjoyed playing Preventive
Strike a lot. The game is very engaging and rewarding. To progress through the levels, I had to focus really hard, but it was
totally worth it. Although somewhat short, the game is reasonably priced for the variety of content and plenty of challenge it
offers. I am looking forward to future updates from this author!. I initially played this game when i was younger and thankfully
it is still challenging to solve the puzzles. Even though some items are hard to find, the story is interesting and the music is quite
suspenseful, weather in the normal time constraints or the casual experience.
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